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Supply Chain Risk Management An
SupplyHive discusses the importance of an objective, data-driven approach to supplier risk and performance management to drive inclusivity and financial health.
Tackling Bias And Supply Chain Risk Through Supplier Diversity
HTF MI added a new research study on Global Supply Chain Risk Management Solutions Market in its repository, aims to offers a detailed overview of the factors influencing the worldwide business ...
Supply Chain Risk Management Solutions Market Expectation Surges with Rising Demand and Changing Trends
Interos discusses why corporates must hold themselves to the high standards they hold suppliers to as they look to mitigate and avoid supply chain disruption.
Corporates Urged To Take An Introspective Look At Supply Chain Risk
The Supply Chain Risk Management market report provides a detailed analysis of global market size, regional and ...
Supply Chain Risk Management Market Research Report with Size, Share, Value, CAGR, Outlook, Analysis, Latest Updates, Data, and News 2020-2027
Powerbridge Technologies Co., Ltd. (Nasdaq:PBTS) ("Powerbridge" or the "Company"), an innovative technology services provider, revealed that ...
Powerbridge Technologies to Build a Supply Chain Management SaaS Platform Based on Blockchain Technology
Among those uncertainties is when, or even if, the supply chain will return to its previous level of stability. Having few alternatives to ocean freight is just one of many reasons that experts are ...
Evolve Your Supply Chain Management to Be More Strategic
We have learned a lot over the past 2 years regarding the ways our supply chains are structured and where they have gotten too lean to absorb any disruption. It has had a direct impact on the global ...
Creating a glitch-free supply chain
The venture capital-backed tech firm Avetta will expand the market for its supply chain risk management software tools into Australia and New Zealand, having won regulatory approval today for its ...
Avetta expands supply chain risk management tools into Australia
Recent supply chain disruptions have had significant impacts on the world's advanced economies. Governments are stepping in to help mitigate these disruptions and their impacts, but government action ...
Making Supply Chains More Resilient
As the industry prepares to sustain a long-term recovery, the third edition of Airport Operations Business Restart and Recovery has been retitled to Airport Operations and COVID-19: Business Recovery.
Air Cargo Supply Chains Updated by ACI World
It’s time to buckle up and master the science behind Supply Chain Management. Here are four universities that will provide you with the skills and expertise you’ll need.
Four universities facilitating streamlined supply chain management
By Jasmine Noel, Senior Product Marketing Manager, ReversingLabs Supply chains are under attack. Malicious actors perpetrating these breaches will continue to succeed until security teams abandon com ...
Taking Back Control of Today’s Software Supply Chain
Supply Wisdom – the leader in continuous risk intelligence and risk actions -- announced today its recognition as the Third-Party Risk Product of the Year by the Risk.net 2021 Risk Technology Awards.
Supply Wisdom® Named Third-Party Risk Product of the Year
The trend has raised so much concern that US President Joe Biden made software supply chain security a key priority in a cybersecurity executive order he signed in May. The order ...
5 Key Questions When Evaluating Software Supply Chain Security
The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) has found that 66 percent of supply chain attacks focus on the supplier’s code. Supply chain attacks have been a concern for cybersecurity experts ...
Supply Chain Cyber Attacks Expected to Quadruple, Says EU Agency
Blockchain is a term that has become synonymous with several industries, and the supply chain management industry is one of them. The development of blockchain technology is massive, and the World ...
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How Blockchain can Support ‘New World’ Supply Chain Management
Credit Suisse , which last week reported second-quarter results and has been shaking up its senior management after recent heavy losses, has named former Allianz Global Investors senior figure to ...
Credit Suisse Creates New Risk Role At Asset Management Arm
Few are willing to publicly discuss supply chain finance and the collapse of Greensill Capital as a parliamentary committee weighs the need for a full inquiry.
Auditors ‘too busy’ to discuss supply chain finance
Peña disclosed that the Philippine Council for Agriculture, Aquatic and Natural Resources Research and Development (PCAARRD) project with the LGU of Los Banos is developing resilient local supply ...
DOST, Los Baños LGU develop resilient vegetable supply chain management system
ClimateAi, a firm applying artificial intelligence to climate risk modeling, announced the launch of its Enterprise Climate Planning (ECP) platform.
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